TA Info:
- TA's Name: Babenko, Boris
- TA's Email: bbabenko
- Total Work %: 25%

Course Info:
- Course: CSE166
- Term: Fall 2010
- Class Work %: 25%

Applicable Questions:
1. TA was easily accessible by way of office hours, sections, lectures, and or email 4.75
2. TA was on time for office hours and section 4.75
3. TA was sensitive to student's problems 4.80
4. TA's grasp of the material was good 4.88
5. TA's command of English was good 5.00
6. TA spoke clearly 5.00
7. TA was well-organized 4.71
8. TA was receptive to student's questions 4.88
9. Grading was clear, fair and easily discussed 4.53
10. Grading was consistent and assisted learning 4.53
11. Graded papers were returned or answer key was made available 5.00

Comments:
Very personable and easy to talk to; Very clear answers; Boris is sensitive and quick to respond to any problems; Accessibility and dedication to answer questions to the best of his ability; very smart guy; One of the best TAs I've ever had. A lot of patience and explains things clearly; Clear, well-versed, very prepared for class; He stayed beyond allotted office hour time to help answer questions. One of the best TAs in the CS department; Very good at giving hints in section with out giving away the answer;